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this is really a very joyous moment 

for me and for the entire team of 

Chandra Uday vastu and i cannot 

stop myself but to share this moment 

with you. Your love and quest for proper 

and authentic vastu force us to think it 

in a different way and finally leading  us 

to this First issue of this unique vastu-

Astro Magazine.

in today’s world, almost all the people 

are living in a state of confusion.  In 

every nook and corner of this country 

or world, some fraudsters are running 

the vastu shasta-show in the name of 

mystic science.  They are ready to ruin 

the heritage of our ancestors and trying 

to give out false predictions and hopes by 

promising big things.

The ways they are showing  Vastu and 

related matters are nothing but the 

gimmicks or cheap tricks to earn money.  

i would like you all to remind you that 

astrology and Vastu both are not an 

easy task to go with. Both Vastu and 

Astrology needs lots of study and constant 

observation before one can give out any 

kind of solution to anyone. People needs 

to know more about Vastu and Astrology 

and lead their lives in a good way but  they 

are unable to do so because of some  so-

Editor’s Note
called Vastu specialists and astrologers 

who force people to believe that whatever 

they are suggesting are right despite 

not having any proper knowledge of 

any of those subjects.  There are some 

Astrologers or Vastu specialists, who, in 

order to keep their own professional lives 

afloat  suggest whatever is pleasing to 

hear to the ears to people. 

i would like to share an important and 

major thing with you. Vastu and Mystic 

science in this world are depending 

on Five Elements, which we know as 

Pancha Tatva. We have to balance all the 

Five Elements in our own lives. Our five 

sense organs are representing these five 

elements in our own body.  

 

let me explain a bit more for you-  

Eyes through which we can see is a Fire 

Element, Nose helps us to smell the 

world is an Earth Element, Ear is the 

Space, Tongue is the Water Element 

helps us to taste and lastly skin which is 

the Air Element which helps  us to feel 

things that are around us. Once we start 

balancing these Five elements in our 

body in a proper way then also we are 

automatically moving forward towards 

prosperity and happiness and prosperity. 

I firmly believe in Astrology but not 

today’s bunch of Astrologers because as 

i said earlier this is a subject that needs 

constant and deep studies. We are born 

with some astrological pre-alignments 

set by the universe. If that astrological 

chart is giving sadness to you then the 

same chart is giving plenty of happiness 

too. So, you cannot fight with them each 

day unnecessarily because by doing this 

then you are actually harming the balance 

of your life and its cycle. Now, think about 

misbalancing the Vastu in the same 

manner and how it can impact our lives.  

like the musician who mixes all the notes 

of a raga to compose a wonderful song we 

need to balance Astrology and Vastu to 

keep the harmony of our lives we also need 

to balance our lives in the same way so that 

life becomes a happy song for all of us.

vAsTUGURU riteSh goel
Stay Happy and Prosperous!

Ritesh Goel
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KalpavriKsha
A ReAlity of Mind

inecearum inusam ut que la quis si doluptam sitat dolupta 
tiatur? oviti dit faceriscias magnien dandusaessi aliasi a ab 

iumquiae venisinimin re molorru ptatur, sed que volorep 
edipsandae quiatatius ellessed molupta ecullaceat.

ducienis a con coreperat libus.
igendios incipsam litae oditae mincten debita dolum fugit
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et us narrate you all a 
beautiful story of a man, 
who by some accident 
stumbled into a jungle. he 

had no idea where he had reached. 
tired as he was, the man sat under 
a beautiful big tree. actually, he 
was sitting under a kalpavriksha. 
he was feeling very hungry. he had 
been travelling a lot and due to 
some tiredness of long journey he 
stumbled into the jungle. he thought 
in his mind, “i am feeling hungry 
but i don’t see any food, food joints 
or any place to eat, just nothing. i 
don’t see even a single human being 
here. i wish, if i could get some good 
food.”immediately, from nowhere 
with all kinds of sweets and 
delicious foods appeared in front of 
him. he was so hungry that he did 
not pay attention to where all these 
things were coming from. 

he started eating, feeling perfectly 
well. he was tired. he went to 
sleep. Before going to sleep, he 
thought that sleeping on the ground, 
uneven with stones, if someone 

could arrange just a mattress, and 
suddenly — he could not believe — 
again a beautiful bed appeared and 
they he climbed the bed to lay down. 
But he was so tired that he still did 
not think what was going on. 

When refreshed, he awoke.  he felt 
thirsty and wished if he could drink 
some water and suddenly glass 
full of water came out of nowhere 
in front of him he drank that water 
and quench his thirst. Suddenly, he 
thought, my god, there is nobody 
here who has brought the food, and 
i have not said to anybody; i just 
thought about it! and he looked at 
the beautiful bed, “Who has brought 
this? i had simply thought about 
lying down on the ground. it seems 
there must be ghosts around.” that 
was the natural conclusion, because 
he was not aware that he was a 
kalpavriksha. 

“there must be ghosts all around, 
my god” — and immediately ghosts 
appeared, because whatever you 
would say… the moment he saw 

l
the skeletons of ghosts dancing all 
around, he said, “My god, they are 
going to kill me” — and they killed 
him. the man never came back. 

Moral of the Story?
you get what you wish for.
this means your brain has all 
the power to think and show you 
the ways. once you start wishing 
something your brain works 
tirelessly to achieve it. Mind is 
something that creates its own 
universe and needs and ready to 
fulfil those needs with some well-
guided actions. 

When you are talking about guidance 
then vastu has a major role to play 
here. it’s actually a link or bridge 
between your mind’s wish and 
achievement. as you explore your 
mind it can be in five different states 
same as five different elements 
of vastu. you need to set your 
coordinates right to achieve your goals 
and vastu can help you with this.

all one has to do is to control the 

mind and follow the guidance of 
Vastu to flow your wishes through a 
proper channel and work according 
to it. your mind holds an immense 
power to create a whole new world 
for you but always balance your 
thoughts with vastu elements and 
guidance to enjoy the mind-power at 
its fullest, then only you can feel the 
Kalpavriksha within you. So, bring 
the
Kalpavriksha within you to life with 
the help of vastu and enjoy success.

Keep wishing, Keep prospering.

This means your brain 
has all the power to 
think and show you the 
ways. Once you start 
wishing something your 
brain works tirelessly 
to achieve it. Mind is 
something that creates 
its own universe and 
needs and ready to fulfil 
those needs with some 
well-guided actions. 
When you are talking 
about guidance then 
Vastu has a major role 
to play here.
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wiTH

vasTu guru
riTEsH goEL

If you have any question or 
facing problem regarding 
vastu then you can ask 

VastuGuru Ritesh Goel at  
 

riteshgoel@chandraudayvastu.com 

 
Some of best questions will 
be answered and published 

in this magazine’s next 
month issue. He will get 
back to you with proper 

solution and answer.

“BoTH arE rELaTED To 
EaCH oTHEr BuT pLay 
DiffErEnT roLEs. 
asTroLogy HELps 
LiKE a LaBoraTory or 
paTHoLogiCaL rEporT 
anD vasTu as THE 
mEDiCinE. asTroLogy 
finDs THE proBLEms 
in LifE anD vasTu 
soLvEs iT wiTH iTs 
ELEmEnTs”

VASTU iS for All
Not oNly for wealthy oNe’s
Misconception leads to misjudgment, which can lead you to wrong path. 
Never in any ancient Hindu scriptures, it was said that Vastu is only for the 
people in position, in terms of power, money and social status. Vastu is for 
everyone.

my House is situated in front of T 
junction, is it good or bad? 
(ramesh Kumar from surat)
Having house on T-point can be good 
or bad depending on the fact that 
which direction your house is facing. 
In general, house that faces the 
North in T junction then it’s good for 
businessmen and entrepreneurs living 
there can run a monopoly in their 
respective fields of business. East 
facing house at T junction is good 
for politicians. But house that faces 
the south at T junction is not at all 
good as it can bring unhappiness, 
health problems and bad luck. Good 
or bad of House in T junction is also 
depends on the horoscope of the 
people who resides in it. 

Can my family members 
experience different effects 
despite living in the same house?
(ritu aggarwal from gurugram)
Yes, people living in a same house 
that has a good Vastu and built 
as per all the Vastu guidelines. 
Because each member has different 
horoscope from others and it 
can affect their future and luck 
differently. 

what precautions should i take 
when i build staircase inside my 
house? 
(amit Kumar from aurangabad)
You can always build staircase as 
per your convenience and it’s not 
mandatory that you have to build it 
only in the South Direction. There 
is also no basis on the claim that 
Staircase must follow the clockwise 
pattern. All you have to take care is 
the direction or zone you are building 
it and in which way it is turning – 
cock-wise or Anti-clock-wise. 
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in front my House there is garbage 
dump yard what should i do? 
(neeta from mumbai)
Don’t worry about it. Draw a 
Swastik Sign at the outside of 
your house (in front of it). Also, 
place Lemon (Nimbu) and Alum 
(Fitkari) outside of the main gate 
of your house to keep the negative 
energies away.
 
i am planning to build an office 
in my home is it good and what 
direction should it face?
(aarchi mehta from noida)
Office at your home will pose no 
problem for you. Also, the direction 
in which your office will face depends 
on the profession you are in.

what direction should one face 
while seating on toilet? 
(mridul from merut)
try to face South as you sit on toilet 
and avoid East and North.

my main Entry gate is in south-
west and everyone says it’s not 
auspicious what should i do? 
(Divya Choudhary from najafgarh) 
There are lot of things that one 

have to take into account before 
giving any solution. It is better 
for you to take professional 
advice or service to make things 
right. For the time being open 
a virtual entry point so that 
you don’t have to demolish your 
original gate.

my Kitchen is not in the right 
direction as per your vastu Tips 
what should i do?
(Harish singh from gwalior)
You don’t have to change the entire 
kitchen or demolish it. Just Balance 
the energies by changing the colours 
of the kitchen slab or stove.

i have brought a new plot ready to 
build the house what should be the 
depth of building’s foundation and 
which direction should i start with?
(pankaj saxena from Haridwar)
One line solution for this problem 
is not possible as new plot needs 
to go through many important 
check points of Vastu. You need to 
do Bhoomi Pujan before anything 
else and a proper auspicious date 
for it. Also take care of building 
proportion before digging the 
foundation.

are astrology and vastu same or 
different? 
(mayank gujral from Chandigarh)
Both are related to each other but 
play different roles. Astrology helps 
like a laboratory or pathological 
report and Vastu as the medicine. 
Astrology finds the problems in life 
and Vastu solves it with its elements.

my promotion has been stuck since 
i moved to a new house that faces 
north-East what should i do?
(Hardeek memon from winnipeg)
Your problem needs thorough and 
deep study. Please take professional 
guidance.

i want to buy a new office for my 
share market business, what kind 
of plotshould i buy?
(priyanka from Hyderabad)
As you are buying the office 
for your own business all the 
vital solutions depend on your 
horoscope. Effects of Vastu vary 
from person to person and you 
need to take professional guidance 
for it. But as per Vastu South zone 
or south facing office or plot is 
good for broking house.

“Draw a swasTiK 
sign aT THE ouTsiDE 
of your HousE (in 
fronT of iT). aLso, 
pLaCE LEmon (nimBu) 
anD aLum (fiTKari) 
ouTsiDE of THE main 
gaTE of your HousE 
To KEEp THE nEgaTivE 
EnErgiEs away”
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StoPPed cLock
you must avoid

at your home

Time is ever moving 
it never stops. Stopped Clock can 

prevent flow of Positive Energies & 
Future Growths.

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl
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The depression 
and vasTu 

in today’s world, approx. 40% of the population is suffering 
from depression or symptoms of depression. there can 
be loads of reason for this but you may overlook one of 
the most important reasons that may cause or ease out 

depression which is vastu. vastu has a long lasting effect 
on depression and we are here to discuss the same.

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl

oday’s life is full of 
stress and competition. 
pressure from various 
level can affect you 

health-wise and mentally and can 
cause depression.  it can happen 
to you or any of your family 
members but if you follow vastu 
you have the high chances of 
overcoming it. if anyone close to 
you  is suffering from depression 
and doctor’s consultation showing 
slow or no progress you can 
always take the help of vastu to 
speed up the process of recovery. 

our lives are ruled by various 
forms of energy. Sometime 
it’s positive and sometime it’s 
negative. Depending on the flow of 
energy our thinking patterns and 

mood varies. When huge amount 
of stresspressures and anxieties 
continuously coming towards us 
we feel really low and happiness 
is nowhere to be seen. depression 
is just opposite to happiness and 
highest level of sadness. this is 
basically an outcome of the flow 
of the negative energies around 
you. any house that is made as per 
the vastu guidelines, is protected 
from all types of negativity, and 
ensures the peace of mind of the 
family that resides in it.

house that is in sync with the 
universal energy system ruled by 
vastu, negates stresses that they 
face in their everyday life by the 
positivity of their living space. 

t

Anxiety is caused if the 
occupants of the house 

start sleeping in the 
Vastu zone of churning 

-East-South-East 
(ESE).  

 
Another cause of 

anxiety is practising 
yoga or offering 

prayers in this zone.
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1. entrance 
position of entrance in a home 
has its impact on the lives of its 
residents. if the main entrance 
is located in between West and 
north-West directions, then 
depression is inevitable. if you 
have no option to change it then, 
you can paint it in white colour to 
overcome its bad effects. 
 
2. BedrooM 
Other than office or your place 
of work, bedroom is the place 
where a person spends more than 
6-8 hours a day. So, your mental 
condition is affected by the place 
where you spend your most of the 
time, which is bedroom. try not to 
place it in the zone of depression 

and low moods – West-north-
West. if a person regularly sleeps 
in this direction, he or she is likely 
to suffer with various ailments 
which may lead to depression. 
again, if your bedroom is already 
located in this direction, you can 
paint it with colour compatible 
to your horoscope and ruled by 
vastu. 
 
3. cut portion 
remember, weak or cut zone 
of fun and happiness in your 
building, won’t help you to refresh 
your thoughts and let go of old 
disturbing thoughts and emotions. 
Placing a bunch of fresh flowers in 
blue vase will bring new energies 
in your life.

Enjoy THE powEr  
of ruDraKsH
To gET riD of 
DEprEssion

ruDraKsH Has ELECTro-magnETiC powEr insiDE iT anD 
Human BoDy Has Bio-magnETiC powEr. if wE wEar 
ruDraKsH THEn iT aLigns our Brain anD HEarT wiTH 
univErsaL forCE anD EnErgiEs.  
 
our vasTuguru riTEsH goEL Has noTiCED THaT pEopLE 
arounD Him or His CLiEnTs wHo wEar ruDraKsH, fEEL 
an immEnsE amounT of posiTivE EnErgy, wHiCH CrEaTE 
THE aura arounD THEm. THis EnErgisED aura HELps 
To pusH aLL THE nEgaTivE EnErgiEs away anD givE 
THEm THE powEr & sTrEngTH To figHT THEir HarDsHips. 
uLTimaTELy, ruDraKsH HELps THEm To EnD THEir 
HarDsHips anD aCHiEvE DEsirED suCCEss in LifE.

here are some general solutions that may ease 
out your depression.

special tip
by vastu guru ritesh goel
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 4. Mirror 
Mirror holds a great importance 
in vastu. never place a 
mirror on the western wall in 
between West and north-West 
directions as it creates feeling 
of failure. one can feel that 
he or she is not able to match 
with the expectation level of 
performance or results. either 
you remove the mirror or cover 
the mirror with a piece of cloth 
to shoo away the problem.   
 
5. Kitchen 
remember, kitchen placed in 
north-east holds the highest 
power to weaken the fire element 
in your building and in your 
body. this results in weakening 
of self-confidence and negative 
thinking. using green stone in 
the kitchen works magically to 
manage this problem in already 
built up structures. 

 6. placing 
photographS 
you must not place your 
photograph in the zone of 
depression as it can aggravate 
depression. By placing your 
photograph there you are inviting 
your space to bring depression 
in your life. also, you must take 
care of the fact that placing your 
family photographs in this zone 
of depression because then your 
family becomes the reason for 
your low moods.

7. MuSic  
Music has the ability and power 
to create great impact on the 
energy of the house. hanging 
windchime under the beams is 
a great idea.  Make sure that 
there is proper ventilation in the 
house. try not to use tv, music 
systems, and mobiles in the 
bedroom. 

in order to get maximum result and precise solution to 
depression related problems, vastu guru ritesh goel needs 
more information from you. for example your horoscope, 
current vastu condition and many more information in order to 
give you perfect remedy. remember each person is a unique 
one and each solution is different. to share your details please 
contact us at:

     +91-88 60 86 60 86         riteshgoel@chandraudayvastu.com 

      www. chandraudayvastu.com

8. colourS 
colours in your house also has a 
huge impact on mind and thought 
processes. it also gives fast 
results. try to avoid Blue colour in 
South direction and red or orange 
colours in north-east direction as 
they generate negative thinking 
and low self confidence. Red colour 
in north direction can create a 
situation where a person is not 
able to attract money. this leads to 

depression and other problems. 

8. lighting 
lighting or illumination has a 
fundamental role to play in vastu 
Shastra as well as depression. if 
your home or house is not having 
enough of natural lighting  then it 
could lead to melancholy, drooping. 
try to create natural light sources 
within  your house to ensure the 
free flow of positive energies. 
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don’t have a 
chiLdren

Wrong Vastu  may 
stopping it to happen

?
BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl

Wish and hope of having a child sometimes 
delayed by a long time or couple finds it 
hard to have baby despite every medical 
report says they are fine and fit. Reasons 
may be hiding behind Wrong Vastu, Have 
you ever thought of it?



did u know?Location of the kitchen can also  

dictate your happiness. as per vastu, 

south-East Zone is the best for kitchen 

and one should face East while cooking. it 

is advisable not to build  

your kitchen in front of  

main door.

Don’t worry if your kitchen is not in the 
right zone. Because, you can always 
balance the vastu of your kitchen with 
right-colored kitchen slab.

by vastuGuru Ritesh Goel
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if after many years of marriage your home 

is still a barren one without the presence 

of sweet-naughty  children of yours then 

read this article very carefully. It can change 

your sorrow and sadness to hope. You have 

witnessed many years of your marriage, your 

sex-life is normal, your medical reports are 

normal yet you don’t have any child of your 

own. Where actually is the problem? Can it be 

within your home? is the vastu of your home is 

perfectly alright? Let us find out.

Our subconscious mind’s duty is to hold 

everything and taking everything as they come 

and keep it stored so that we may use it on 

later stages . You will be surprised to know 

that your home too is doing the same thing for 

you. It holds your thoughts at the subconscious 

level. Remember, Vastu is made of energies and 

elements of life so is your home.  south-West 

Zone is the place for your forefathers and ‘Mriga 

Devta’ and this particular zone controls our 

subconscious minds. Just opposite to that zone 

is NORTH-EAST zone. Now, all you need to do is 

to take note of the fact that if there are garbage, 

storerooms or toilets in this zone or note. If 

one of the mentioned thing is in that zone then 

you won’t be able to have your own child. same 

rules are applicable for ishaan or North-East 

zone too as you won’t have your own child if 

there is any toilet or heavy luggage or garbage 

in the zone. Remember, Ishaan or North-East 

Zone has the ability to empower couple with   

energy and power to have their own child. So, 

always keep this zone balanced and remain 

happy with your children! 

ishaan or north-east 
Zone has the ability to 
empower couple with  
energy and power to 
have their own child.
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Most of the time this is the main question that bothers people 

as they have no clue which side to take for the  betterment of 

life. This confusion comes from gathered knowledge of Vastu 

coming from different unreliable sources. So, what is perfect?

Wheel rotating 

anti-clockWise

As you start the car 
and try to move it 

around the parking, 
the left wheel  

is turning  
anti-clockwise.

Wheel rotating 

clockWise

At the same time 
right wheel starts to 
turning in clockwise 
direction to adjust 
the car’s balance 
and movement.

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl

this example shows that movement of both the wheels are important to move ahead 
despite they are rotating in different directions. Vastu follows the same rule to move our lives 
ahead into the tracks of prosperity and success by balancing different elements. Clock-wise 
or Anti-clockwise matters little if you follow the basic guidelines as per Vastu. So, if you are 
building staircase or something similar like that you don’t have to worry about the direction 
of rotation. there are other things like zone at which the staircase is in and our horoscope 
may come into effect if you need perfect solutions for it. otherwise, don’t worry to much 

about it and move ahead with proper Vastu and prosper. 

cLockwiSe or 
anti-cLockwiSe

lET’s TAkE ThE ExAMPlE OF 
ThE CAR WE dRivE
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These days, people are putting their trusts on Vastu and trying 
to implement its rules in their lives. At the same time, they are 

getting confused with various solutions for one problem. Most of 
the time confusion arises at the time of buying a home or a plot. 
Because people are not sure which zone will suit him or her best, 

like, East facing, South facing etc. To solve their problems they 
start consulting their friends or other unreliable sources such as 

free internet, newspaper or television tips. These tips sometimes 
lead people to huge losses.

To solve their 

confusion,  

VastuGuru Ritesh Goel 

has created a unique 

chart. This chart w ill 

surely help people to 

show them the path 

to prosperity as there 

are no involvement 

of risks and losses. 

If you are not able to 

afford any good Vastu 

Consultant who can 

guide you w ith perfect 

tips then this chart w ill 

come handy. You can 

find by yourself which 

zone w ill suit best for 

you during the time of 

property buying.

Learn & Pick 
the Lucky Zone

vastu Remedy | Made Easy
-by vastuGuru Ritesh Goel

as you Buy Home
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To Start With -  

sTEP - 1
Draw a square on a paper and divide it with Nine (9) equal squares 

inside it.

Each square has been allotted with one particular zone.
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In the middle row, start with Three(3) at the left which represents East 
zone, then Five(5) in the middle box (centre of the house)  and Seven (7) 

at the extreme right box representing West (W). 

In the bottom row, start with number Eight(8)  at the bottom left box  
that indicates North-East (NE) followed by number One (1) in the middle 
box presenting the North (N) zone and Six(6) in the bottom right box of 

the row indicating zone North-West(NW).

sTEP - 2 
Now,  as shown in the diagram put number Four (4) in the top left corner 
box of the top row representing South-East (SE), followed by Nine (9) in 
the middle box representing South (S) and Two (2) in the top right corner 

of the top row representing South-West(SW).  



Now let us put all the numbers in their allotted boxes or zones  
There are Three 1’s gets N Zone

Number 3 gets E Zone 
Number 2 gets SW Zone

There are Two 9’s which get into S Zone
Number 7 Gets the W Zone 

All these zones are lucky for the person who holds this birthday.
Rest of the zones such as - South East (SE). Centre of the house,  

North-East(NE) and North-West (NW) are unlucky for this birthday. 

sTEP - 3 
Now, write  your birthday, and put each number of your birthday at 

the allotted box. Once all the numbers get their respective boxes, then 
look out for the empty boxes. Those empty boxes are the zones are not 
suitable for you or unlucky. Rest of the boxes or zones are lucky for you.

For example :  
Let’s take a birthday 

13-12-1979

13-12-1979
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everyone is seeking a home that brings in happiness and 
prosperity. Buying a plot or house is one of the major decisions 
in life that a person takes.  above mentioned solution is helpful 
to a certain extent and one must use it in case of helplessness 
which arises due to non-availability of specialists. in case you 
want any specific solution or guidance you always have the 
option to contact us and vastuguru ritesh goel will surely give 
you the much-needed one. But you have to furnish some more 
details to him in order to get the perfect solution. get in touch 
with us and get the solution you want. 

     +91-88 60 86 60 86         riteshgoel@chandraudayvastu.com 

      www. chandraudayvastu.com
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Constant flow of customers in great 
numbers is a dream that every 

businessman is looking for.  
But there are times the flow comes 

down to very few to almost zero. 
This worrying fact can be  

cured with the help of   
proper Vastu, businessmen  

can be assured of  
good flow of customers  

ona constant basis.

LeSS cuStomer  
at ShoP

Faulty Vastu 
can be the Reason

?
BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl
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in today’s tough world, each and every 

businessman would like to improve his 

business. But one cannot expect same flow 

of customers all the time. There will be a time 

when things are going to be different. There will 

be time when customer flow will become less. 

But if it happens all the time then there must 

be some problem with your vastu. it’s really 

sad to see that people become pessimist really 

easily and lost hope if their businesses are not 

doing well. We can only say. There is no need to 

see negative impact of business because; Vastu 

would certainly render to help. There are many 

examples and solutions to solve the problems 

in hand those are handful enough to pull you out 

of the crisis. There are zones which can bring 

profit and business increases in expected way, 

if you know the proper vastu.  These techniques 

are easy as the help to improve 

your business.

 

But there is a note of caution, 

there are plenty vastu tips 

which aim to help human 

may not come as useful 

as you may think it should. 

sometimes, they are full of 

wrong information. Some 

business tycoons may have 

their offices in their business 

premises. If their office is 

located in right place as per 

vastu, then they will enjoy the 

business profits and secured 

trading. Moral principles and 

principled businessmen will 

always stands in the market 

life long. Many entrepreneurs 

doing their business with the 

principles of honesty, ethics 

and bag full of ethical values. 

These principles are said to be 

original warranty or guarantee 

to their customers, there is no 

certificate of guarantee of their 

merchants.

in the past, people who 

were doing business did their 

businesses with peaceful 

atmosphere with simple 

profits. But nowadays business 

gone into a drastic changes 

anti become more aggressive 

in terms of competition and 

profit making goals.  . Needs 

become greed as all of them 

are looking for crores of rupees  

despite facing hurdles such as 

rowdy dhandhas, less profits, 

labour problem, duplicate 

items / mall in the market, 

heavy shop rents, shopping 

complexes competition etc. 

Problems are plenty but urges 

become unstoppable. Above 

all, businessmen have to 

improve their business, getting 

more profits, has to attract 

new customers and finally 

saving some money.

It’s really sad to see that people 
become pessimist really easily and 

lost hope if their businesses are not 
doing well. We can only say.  

There is no need to see negative 
impact of business because; Vastu 

would certainly render to help. There 
are many examples and solutions 

to solve the problems in hand those 
are handful enough to pull you out 

of the crisis.
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know the vastu elements of your 
business. By knowing the Vastu 
Elements (Earth Elements, Fire 
Elements or Water) one can decide 
which colour of board one can put 
up. People will flock in to your 
business shops/ showrooms to buy 
your products or services because 
energy of that Vastu Element will 
push them to do so. For Example – 
If you are dealing with Electrical 
Equipments or you have a sweet 
Shop then you are dealing with 
Fire Element of vastu.  it’s always 
advisable to build your shop/ hotel/ 
showroom in the south-East Zone. 
If this zone is not properly balanced 
with proper vastu rules then you 
may face less of customers and loss 
of business.  

Also, check if that zone has the 
presence of Blue, Black or sky 
Colours or not as they are not  

related to Fire Elements. 

People will flock in to your 
business shops/ showrooms 
to buy your products or 
services because energy of 
that Vastu Element will push 
them to do so.

did u know?
Once you are married, then,you cannot afford 
to hang and place any photograph or statue of 
Radha-Krishna in the North-North-West (NNW) 

zone. Else, it can bring back your old love or  
Ex-lover in your married life again.
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divinity of cow
and its importance in 

Human Life
BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl

greater BenefitS coMe With  
higher reSpect

The cow’s devotees attain material wealth, 

Dharma, Vidya (knowledge) and prosperity. 

Whatever the cow’s devotees wish to get, they 

get everything. As per the scriptures, all the 

gods are believed to reside in the body of cow. 

Her four legs are the scriptural Vedas; her 

horns are the triune gods Brahma (tip), Vishnu 

(middle) and Shiva (base); her eyes are the 

sun and moon gods, her shoulders the fire-god 

Agni and the wind-god Vayu and her legs the 

himalayas.

reSpect coW: forever and noW
If you get the vision of a cow in your vicinity 

then you must offer namaskar with folded 

hands to her and by circumambulating her; one 

gets the results of circumambulating the whole 

world along with its seven continents. Anybody, 

who bows to the cow after circumambulating 

her gets rid of all his sins and attains heavenly 

bliss that is non-diminishing. So, anyone looking 

for prosperity in life should circumambulate the 

cows every day.

Remember, your ancestors and forefathers too 

reside within cow. so, when you respect cows 

by feeding them with fresh food or sugar and 

bread (Roti – flattened roundish Indian bread 

made of wheat) you will gain blessings and 

supreme prosperity from them.

life iS good if you feed coW freSh 
food

Anyone, who feeds the cow, will bring in huge 

share of luck and happiness. Anyone, who 

feeds other’s cows, opens the door of wealth 

and prosperity in life. But there are something 

one must take notice, always feed the cow 

with fresh fruits and vegetable to earn the 

blessings. But never ever feed dough to any 

cow as it’s too dangerous. Cow cannot digest 

Since ages and as per the hindu scriptures cow plays a major role in human 
life. But why cow is related to vastu in any way? the reason is simple, cow 
symbolises ‘Earth’ which one of the five main element of Vastu. So, if you 

keep serving cow in proper way, you are actually doing good for yourself by 
maintaining vastu in your life.

it is to be believed that cows are mothers of all beings and givers of all 
kinds of prosperity and they are the stairway to heaven.
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the dough and it can chock her to death which 

means you actually brining in curse to your 

family by feeding dough.

earn the BleSSingS
Serving cow can earn you limitless blessings 

from every corner. Whenever you put ‘lal Tika 

( the Red vertical mark on forehead) on cow 

and pray in front of her with folded hand it 

means your family life is set to become much 

more happier. Also, by doing this you are 

securing your children’s luck and happiness. 

Blessing from cow doesn’t ends here as there 

are more, for example-Anyone, who baths the 

cows, also receives great merits of bathing 

in waters of all the tirthas. Anyone, who daily 

serves the cows being happy and having 

control over his senses, receives prosperity. 

Always remember, life gives you choice and it is 

up to you to take the right decision. Solution is 

there but you need to open your eyes and have 

faith in your beliefs. Whenever you serve a cow 

you are actually assuring your future happiness 

and prosperity by earning countless blessings. 

“anyonE, wHo DaiLy sErvEs THE 
Cows BEing Happy anD Having 
ConTroL ovEr His sEnsEs, 
rECEivEs prospEriTy.”

iS aquarium
in Bedrooms?

good or bad
Keeping aquarium in bedroom can ruin the  relationship 
between husband & wife by  causing unwanted tension 

between them. Keeping aquarium in bedroom can ruin the 
 relationship between husband & wife by  causing unwanted 

tension between them.

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl
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room of your 
daughter

Vastu makes it Better
a daughter makes every family loving and more caring 

as her presence turns a house a home.  She plays 
a very important role in maintaining prosperity and 

happiness of a home. interestingly, vastu is an integral 
source of prosperity and happiness, vastu and it can 

guide everyone to the roads prosperity and happiness.
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personality with styles, colours and motifs in 

an endless range of possibilities. Although, 

in general girls mainly want very feminine 

colours but their choices are not restricted 

only to frilly beds and all-over pink decors any 

longer. From baby girls to preteen girls to teen 

girl’s bedrooms to marriageable big daughter’s 

rooms, you’ll find a room design needs and 

ideas are changing as per the needs. 

This is exactly the point where vastu steps in. 

Vastu not only helps to maintain her energy 

levels but also create the atmosphere where 

she feels like a princess of the family in her 

own little palace called bedroom.  

So, your daughter being the most important 

part of the family is vital for vastu shastra you 

should follow the rules laid down by it. here 

are some tips following which a daughter can 

bring peace and prosperity within the home and 

her own life as these tips are aim at the natural 

flow of energies - 

Each direction of vastu has its own importance 

and rule and according to it north-east corner 

of home is not suitable for unmarried girl. 

Daughters should be given North-west room. 

If there is an extreme situation where adopting 

these days, daughter strikes a balance 

between her social and religious 

responsibilities as she shoulders a wide 

variety of delicate tasks at home as well as in 

the outside world. So, importance of having a 

daughter and getting prosperity cannot be denied 

and Vastu supports the role of daughter too.

Ancient Hindu scriptures termed daughters 

as another version of Goddess ‘laxmi’ 

who represents the wealth and prosperity. 

Daughters have also found their place with 

Goddess Durga who represents immense 

amount of power and energy. In any family, 

she is the one who balances everything in 

a home and allows natural flow of energies 

within the home.

These days, most of the people built and 

decorate their home as per the vastu 

guidelines. Vastu deals with positive and 

negative energy in any house. Similarly, 

when you are designing your daughter’s 

room bear in mind that keeping the flow of 

positive energy and atmosphere in her room 

can help her to achieve success in al kind of 

tasks and overcome all the troubles. Today’s 

girl’s bedrooms are as varied as each girl’s 

you musT assurE THaT your 
DaugHTEr sLEEps in THE 
souTHErn DirECTion of THis 
room. THis wiLL HELp HEr To 
BEComE morE sELf-ConfiDEnT 
anD HEaLTHy. sLEEping in THE 
DirECTion of souTH-wEsT ZonE 
wiLL maKE HEr morE aDoraBLE, 
unDErsTanDing To THE nEEDs 
of oTHErs’ anD sHE wiLL BE 
LovED By aLL. your DaugHTEr 
wiLL BEComE morE LogiCaL anD 
DEEpLy rooTED To THE CuLTurE 
anD rEaDy To faCE aLL THE 
CHaLLEngEs in LifE
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suitable direction is totally impossible then one 

need not to worry as this simple generic tips 

can help - 

 hung a wind chime in North-west window

 keep a pair of flowers in South-west corner 

You must assure that your daughter sleeps in 

the southern direction of this room. This will 

help her to become more self-confident and 

healthy. Sleeping in the direction of South-

West zone will make her more adorable, 

understanding to the needs of others’ and she 

will be loved by all. Your daughter will become 

more logical and deeply rooted to the culture 

and ready to face all the challenges in life

In earlier days, marriageable young daughter 

was provided with the room in North-west 

corner, so that parent can arrange her 

marriage quickly. But this is a complete myth 

and in order to arrange the marriage of their 

daughter in hurry often they take wrong 

decisions about their daughter’s future life 

partner.  In fact there is a high chance that 

their daughters too will not be happy and 

satisfied with those marriage done in a hurry. 

If parents put their daughters in north-west 

room then they become indecisive, soft and 

supportive to parent’s any kind of decision 

and unable to pick the right future partner 

for them. Parents must remember daughters 

are not burden to them and they should take 

proper caution with patience before taking any 

decision on the future of their daughters. 

If your daughter attains the age of marriage 

and parents are looking for suitable match for 

her than provide your daughter with room in 

the south west zone. This will help parents find 

perfect match for their daughters and even if 

the process takes longer time than usual than 

also it won’t affect the ultimate good result. 

Room in the north-west zone is good for  much 

younger girls who are at their tender age and 

talk of marriage will not happen in near future. 

Another Vastu recommendation for daughter’s 

room is that there must not be sunk-in floor 

in daughter’s room and Always try to avoid 

L-shape room for your daughter. If you are 

looking for the Prince Charming for your 

darling Princes Daughter ready to brighten 

her marriage prospects then place bunch 

of marigold or red-roses in your daughter’s 

bedroom as these flowers can do wonders. 

Make sure flowers are fresh and must be 

changed on time

If you are concerned about our daughter’s 

future and need a special plan for her then you 

can always ask vastuGuru Ritesh Goel’s advise. 

Because, all the tips given here are generic and 

may not be suitable for everyone so you need 

to submit more information and data such as – 

date of birth, horoscope and present position of 

your home. All these information are important 

to get customized solution for your daughter’s 

bedroom and future. 

on your bed
Eating Food

it can create imbalance in your life  thus harming  the 
prosperity. don’t eat food on your bed. eating food on bed 

weakens the Rahu thus impacting your  career growth. 

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl
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architecture & 
vaStu

in the ancient land of india, vastu Shastra, which is also an 
ancient hindu system of architecture has originated around 

6000 Bc. Written in Sanskrit, it describes the   science of 
architecture. this ancient word ‘vastuShastra’ translates 
into ‘science of architecture’ and represents a connecting 

line between man and nature.

in the ancient land of india, vastu shastra, 

which is also an ancient hindu system of 

architecture has originated around 6000 BC. 

Written in sanskrit, it describes the   science of 

architecture. This ancient word ‘vastushastra’ 

translates into ‘science of architecture’ and 

represents a connecting line between man and 

nature. The word vastushastra has different 

meanings and connotations such as - the 

word Vastu emerges from the word Vasu or 

Vasundhara, or the earth and Shastra, is defined 

as “science or technology”, another one explains 

Vastu as “the place where people dwell”. All-

in-all, these words describe a methodology 

of constructing a building a site that ushers 

in harmony and prosperity to those who live 

within it. vastu as vedic architecture has 

produced excellent contributions to the field of 

architecture by constructing five templesof Lord 

shiva known  as Pancha bhoota sthalas. 

Pancha indicates five, Bhoota means elements 

and stala means place They represent the 

five elements of nature, which are same as 

Vastu. The physical body of the throbbing life 

is also composed of these five elements. All 

these temples are located in southern part of 

india with four of these temples at Tamil Nadu 

and one at Andra Pradesh. Each shiva temple 

represents one element and named after it.  

ThEY ARE As FOllOWs - 

Kancheepuram - prithvi lingam representing element earth (land)
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Jambukeswaram - appu lingam representing element Water (Jal) Srikalahasthi - vayu lingam representing the element air (vayu) 

arunachalam - agni lingam representing element fire (agni) chidambaram  - akasa lingam  representing Sky (akash )



worried about
Take Help of VASTU
office Politics?

Keeping 8X8 Chessboard in West Zone with all the playing pieces in 
their allotted positions can act as a safeguard from office politics.

Remember, fulfilment of different goals in order to be safe and win 
success over office politics, need different set of arrangements and 
patterns on the board with the chess playing pieces. Please do not 

implement the moves on the board alone without the guidance of the 
expert. All these moves and patterns are extremely powerful, which 

may cause harm to you if not done properly.

BY vAsTUGURU RiTEsh GOEl
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These temple show the world that how perfect 

and scientific Vastu as architecture is to be 

treated as the best.  

vastu shastra takes into account, 

environmental factors that affect man and 

his buildings as it proposes provides laws on 

the construction and lays down appropriate 

guidelines for the design of buildings. 

Our ancestors, after lot of research and 

experimentation, arrived at a particular way of 

constructing buildings so that these buildings 

worked with the forces of nature rather than 

against them, in the process making man a 

compatible part of the area/environment. 

These guidelines help human to extract benefit 

from the positive effects of these factors and 

is protected from their harmful and negative 

effects and ensure a healthy, wealthy, and 

peaceful abode. 

According to Hindu mythology, Lord Brahma 

had asked vishwakarma to develop an 

architectural system that included the powers 

of the basic five elements- air, water, earth, 

fire and space. This system helps in the 

organization of space within a structure based 

on their function in relation to one another as 

well as to their usage. It lays down guidelines 

on the ‘design of the Exterior and Interior 

of a house so that the people living in it get 

maximum benefits of the natural elements like 

the sun, Wind, Air, etc.

 These guidelines are based on scientific 

reasoning and common sense and when 

applied correctly, create a well-lit, bright, 

well-ventilated, and well-designed house in 

which the inhabitants are proud live within it 

as it adds value to them. it also said that in the 

time of construction subtle chemical results, 

effected by the mixing of various materials, 

which cannot be detected in normal eyes, are 

still there and any evil tendencies they may 

have to produce danger, disease or death to the 

occupants must  neutralised. 

Vastu also takes care of the astrological 

aspects of the person and the location of 

the plot with the help of which one can get 

away from all the evil influences. In any plot, 

various energies - good and evil - are at play 

continuously. These energy fields get distorted 

when a building is constructed on the plot. 

In the process of doing so, Vastu creates a 

form of construction of the house and the 

energies or forces come into existence by the 

arrangements made and the materials used in 

the construction. The strength of these energy 

levels depends on the evolution of the person. 

When the energy fields of the structure interact 

with the energy fields of the person, good and 

bad results follow. hence, it is necessary to 

build a house in such way that the animate and 

inanimate energy levels, worked in harmony 

and resonance.

in this way, vastu shastra follows the 

fundamental principles of Architecture in 

designing, where it ensures a beautiful, 

aesthetic, proportionate, comfortable sized and 

well oriented building. 
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negativity
around You Can Destroy 
the Harmony of Your Life

GET HELp FRom VASTU AnD pRoTECT LiFE’S HAppinESS

aSK yourSelf to identify: 
 

- am i constantly confused?
- Is my anxiety overpowering my confidence?
- Am I finding myself in the middle of argument and criticism?
- is my house always surrounded by sadness?
- is my home is the hub of high-pitched dispute?  
 

if all the answers are yes, then there can be negativity 
in your house.
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WayS of healing and eraSing negativity: 
 

- Sunlight in the house is the source of positive vibe &
   energy,   let it enter in plenty
- remember burning herbal camphor is also a good  
  option for you
- Blowing conch (Sankh) is another way to wipe 
  negativity
- remember to clean your curtains on a regular basis
- Keep every nook and corner of your house clean
- don’t let cobweb to develop else you may not prevent 
   negative effect from forming
- Junk waste and discarded product immediately and
   permanently
- Sprinkle rock salt in the room and sweep it in morning
   to clear negative effects
- always perform pooja in the morning & evening to 
   keep the house sacred
- don’t forget to keep Basil (tulsi ) at home to make it 
   pure
- Keep yourself clean by taking daily bath and wearing
   clean clothes
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